Fishery rules
Each angles enters the lake for the purpose of fishing, completely at their own
risk. You must take all necessary steps to safeguard your personal safety. We
accept no liability for any death or personal injury.
We will not be responsible for any injury, illness, death, loss ( for example loss
of enjoyment ), damage expense, cost or other sum or claim of any description
(terms and conditions).
Respect
Lac Cavagnac is in a area of outstanding natural beauty and the local villagers
have welcomed our business venture. In fact, we could not have gone ahead
without their goodwill. It is important that all our guests respect this
environment, including the lake inhabitants.
Our aim is to create a relaxing, high-quality venue with outstanding fishing. We
want you to have a good time but if your idea of a fishing holiday is spending it
drunk or stoned, may we politely suggest that you book elsewhere.
We will do are best to ensure you enjoy your holiday by looking after you and
creating the best atmosphere you can have. You can ask for some help and
advise. We're here to help you. We are not just dropping you to your swim.
To save any embarrassment or potential misunderstanding, the following rules
apply at Lac Cavagnac:
Rules


A refundable deposit of 100 euro must be paid upon arrival. The deposit is only
refundable if the fishing material is returned in full working order as received
by bailiff on arrival.



Braided mainline only. 25lbs breaking strain.



One rod per angler when spinning in the boats.



No mono mainline.



Two anglers maximum per boat.



Semi barbed trebles only.



Forceps and cutters must be used and each angler must carry them at all
times.



Boats are provided for access to certain swims (Chateau, Meadows Point and
Sanctuary), for baiting purposes or to rescue snagged carp. Life jackets must
be worn at all times.



A maximum of two rods per angler - one stationary rod and one moving rod for
spinning.



Unhooking mats must be used at all times. No fish to be taken out of the water
until you have all the equipment ready (unhooking mat, sacks, weigh sling and
camera).



All these fish are our babies, unfortunately as much as we'd like to be, we can't
be there for all your captures. We prioritise some of our bigger fish and we will
let you know which ones these are when you arrive. These fish must not leave
the water until one of the bailiffs has arrived.



There are certain Safe Zones for the carp at this time of year. We have to
respect the carp and fishing in these zones is forbiden - ask Baliff if unsure.



If a fish is injured, all anglers must have Medi-care with them. This can be
purchased at the Lodge if not have.



No Carp fishing allowed



Spinning and deadbaiting is allowed.



Please treat fish with respect: keep handling to a minimum when weighing and
photographing your catch and return fish to the water as quick as possible.



No live bait fish to be brought to the lake.



Barbecues are not allowed.



If you are struggling fishing we are all here to help please do not hesitate to
ask.



Total care and respect to be shown at all times.



You must keep your swim clean at all times. You will find plenty of bins
provided on the swims. For community and ecologic reasons you must
separate your rubbish (batteries, glass, metal, normal rubbish separate) remember this is part of your refundable deposit.



Crafty Carpers!! Please use the toilets provided on the site, do not take the loo
rolls and use them at the swims, defecating around the lake will not be
tolerated. Those found fouling their swim will be asked to leave the lake and
will not be able to return in the future - remember this is part of your refundable
deposit.



Drive and Survive anglers: you are using are car park at your own risk. Don't
arrive before 10.30am on Friday morning or after 3pm. There is parking outside
the complex where you can wait for the lake opening time 11am. On departure
day you cannot leave at crazy hours of the morning in the respect of other
anglers. Do not leave before 8am or after 11am.



You are on holiday, by all means have a drink and enjoy yourself, but don’t
spoil it for others. Drunken behavior will not be tolerated.



Any anglers not respecting these rules, the fish, environment, fellow guests or
fishery staff will be asked to leave the water. We are not prepared to pay any
costs this may incurr. It is necessary for our policy that you agree to all our
internal rules.



Drive and Survive anglers must have very good care safety kits (unhooking
mat, sacks, weigh sling, landing nets ) will be supplied for you. Your equipment
will be checked by bailiff.

